
 

 

Leading Coiled tubing Technology 
Anton is the leader of China's CT service, providing all-round CTU management services, tools  

technical services, oil and gas production services, operation services and supporting services, 

Anton have high-quality CT operation team with advanced management system. 

The services are as follows: 

➢ Management services: 

⚫ CT operations programme design, technical advice, technical support services 

⚫ Provision of equipment resource integration and equipment management services 

➢ Tools technical services: 

⚫ Provide integrated service of CT with tool technology 

⚫ Provide tools/technical services, tool leasing, tool customization to global clients 

➢ Oil recovery service 

⚫ Provide technical service of velocity string, and customized  production of velocity and supporting 

products 

⚫ Providing Intelligent CT String Matching Service 

➢ Operational Services: 

⚫ Provide full life cycle CT service technology for oil and gas wells, covering logging, completion,  

stimulation, work-over areas 

➢ Supporting services: 

⚫ With 20 sets of CT units, more than 100 sets of auxiliary equipment, more than 200 professional 

technical service team 

⚫ The world's top equipment, down-hole tools, design software, construction simulation software 

complete 

Service performance: 

Served more than 20 customers at domestic of China and abroad, including Petro-China, Sinopec, Shell, 

Total, EOG‘， Loukoil, BP, etc., well applied in various well conditions environment of conventional oil 

and gas reservoirs and unconventional oil gas reservoirs such as shale gas, coal-bed methane, dense oil 

and gas. 

➢ Since 2009, the world has completed more than 5000 wells of CT operations, creating a number of 

construction records in the industry 

➢ China's first shale gas horizontal well sand blasting perforation, plug/drilling plug operation 

➢ Setting a new record of milling 23 plugs in one single trip. 

➢ Milling plugs in 7” casing, the max wellbore operation for CT. 

➢ CT operation maximum depth 7366 m; drilling plug operation maximum well depth 6300 m. 

➢ A single drill continuous drilling and grinding bridge plug 45, the number of single drilling and 

grinding bridge plug maximum record 

➢ China CT Segmentation Transformation Technology Domestic Construction Performance Leading. 

 

 


